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Your 24x7 Engagement Machine: Demand Gen

unhitched to revenue production in
measurable ways. In recent years
we’ve seen that outdated definition of
GGR is about three old-school real estate salesmen whose time has marketing morph into demand generation...a numbers-driven front loader
passed. Old ways aren’t working and they can’t seem to embrace
for sales.
new ways. Coffee is for closers!
Who doesn’t love Glengarry Glen Ross? More sales manager jokes
have emerged from that 1992 classic than anywhere else.

Isn’t B2B marketing like that? Technology, sales methods and purchasing behaviors have done a student body right in the last 10
years, leaving a ton of sales and marketing people scratching their
heads. I believe more has changed in those 10 years than in the
previous 10 decades of sales and marketing.
Historically marketing has been a creative, big picture function

You Can’t Avoid Technology!
Today we have more than 5,000
choices for CRM, marketing automation, social media and all the rest.
We’re drowning in tech choices that
weren’t even an idea in 1992.
>> CONT. NEXT PAGE
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Marketing vs. Demand Generation & Why
It Matters... continued from page 1
Take a look at the number of
applications listed on Capterra:
•
•
•
•
•
•

CRM - 568
Marketing automation - 401
Sales force automation - 191
Sales enablement - 174
Content marketing - 135
Social media marketing - 278

And Capterra is hardly exhaustive. Chiefmartec.com reports
an astonishing 5,381 marketing
technology solutions in 2017, up
40% in the last year alone.
This explosion of tech tools
underpins a new function called
demand generation.
The Key Differences

1. Traditional B2B marketing
is focused on creative (right
brain). Demand gen focuses on numbers (left brain).

2. Marketing puts stuff out there
hoping it will work. Demand gen
puts stuff out there knowing it
will work.
3. Traditional B2B marketing is
fairly passive. Demand gen is
a heat seeking missile using
data to find and engage with
prospects, over and over,
then report those results.
4. Traditional marketing occupies its own silo, over the
wall from sales. Demand gen
sits and works with the sales
team, day in and day out.

Demand gen uses hard tactics like
aggressively seeking, quantifying
and engaging sales prospects, then
tag-teaming with sales using instant
notification apps.
Mike Harris is founder of Harris
CMO Partners. He enjoys
writing about B2B demand
gen trends, social selling and
market strategy.
http://harriscmopartners.com

It behaves much more like a sales
function.

Right brain skills are still needed
but left brain capabilities are essential for understanding and using
the data and tech tools that are the
new foundation of successful, ROIfocused B2B sales.

Think of it as sports training
It’s concerning that we’re still seeing
many small and mid-size B2B companies falling apart on demand generation, choosing instead to spend
loads of money on tactics that simply have no chance of working.
Today’s informed CEOs are
demanding tech savvy, sales-experienced demand gen experts, not
traditional marketing professionals.

It’s time to think of ramping up
demand gen as sports training.
You’ll need the right equipment and
repeat certain moves over and over
again until you get it right.
Small and mid-size companies must
adopt this new mindset and put it to
work for them if they want to stay in
business, let alone grow.
Keep in mind that, as in sports training, failure is nothing. Each time you
put yourself out there and don’t get
it right puts you that much closer to
getting it right.
Better get started. And remember,
Always Be Engaging.
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B2B Demand Gen How-To’s
Give Your Website a Quota!
referring links
offline tactics
search
video/TV
social media
email
If your website was interviewing at
your company for a sales job, would
you hire it?
Your website’s current resume
should be loaded with results, showing year over year improvement in
producing action for the sales team.
Does your website demonstrate
steady progress in reaching and
exceeding quota, commensurate with
your investment in it over the years?

ON DEMAND
Choosing the right marketing technology
Why else would we have a B2B
website except to sell something?

Best Web Analytics Software
Today, we’re up to our ears in web
analytics companies.
Capterra lists 189 web analytics
companies, which can be sorted by
features, price and platform. Many
vendors offer free trials, which help
you get a feel for internal resource
requirements before you commit.

After all, if you’re maxing out your
website’s lead gen capabilities you’re
probably paying at least as much as
an entry level sales person for it.

A good first step is to look at a list
of features and pick the top 2-3
that will help your business most.
TopSEOs publishes an easy-to-use
list to help you get started.

Let’s Redefine ‘Web Analytics’

Next Steps

Wikipedia defines web analytics as
“the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of web data for
purposes of understanding and optimizing web usage”.

As with most things, making the
decision to improve is easy. Followthrough is difficult, especially when
it means learning ‘yet another application’.

Yawn.

For motivation keep revenue and
performance improvement goals
firmly in mind, committing to small,
weekly improvements.

That description needs updating to
something like: “web analytics is the
systematic crunching of data that
proves our website is converting visitors to sales qualified leads”.

Webinars
June 27
Introduction to Marketing
Operations - Marketo
ON DEMAND
Social selling secrets
Hootsuite

Ddisplay ads

Would You Hire Your Website?

Stay Current

Consider it an investment in sales
training! You’ll get there.

ON DEMAND
Getting Started With
Marketing Automation

Conferences

Sept. 5-8, Cleveland
Content Marketing EXPO
Largest content event.
Sept. 25-27, Chicago
Niche Digital Summit
Online revenue strategies.
Sept. 25-28, Boston
Hubspot Inbound 2017
Inbound marketing.
Oct. 3-6, Boston

B2B Marketing Forum
B2B demand gen best
practices.

Oct. 8-10, New Orleans

&Then DMA Event

Transforming marketing
through data.
Nov. 5-8, Portland, OR

Lavacon 2017

Content marketing & technical communications.
Nov. 6-9, San Francisco

Dreamforce

Sales & marketing with
Salesforce.com.
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Great Demand Gen Articles from Around The Web
Marketing Technology
Marketing Technology
Landscape 2017
chiefMartec.com
The Future of Email Marketing
emailmonday
What Is Martech?
SnapApp
What Is a Marketing Technology Stack?
SnapApp

Marketing ROI
Marketing ROI Demo
MarketingMO
What Is a Good Marketing
ROI?
webstrategies
5 Best Ways to Measure
Marketing ROI
Marketo
What Is Marketing ROI?
Docurated

Social Selling
Social Media Training for Beginners
Constant Contact
29 Social Selling Statistics
SuperOffice
Social Selling Step By Step
NewsCred Insights
Twitter Guide: 8 Tips for Better
Social Selling
Brainshark

About Harris CMO Partners
B2B companies turn to us when their own marketing and demand generation need help. From part-time CMO services to solo projects we make
a positive, measurable difference with each client. Based in Phoenix, AZ.

Select Clients
“Mike Harris helped us double our
customer base at Resortime.com,
our new online travel booking
business, in just several months.
His work has been invaluable in
aligning our vision with the marketplace.”
David Brown, Co-President
Grand Pacific Resorts

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radiant Networks
DataFrameworks
McMurdo
Scripps Institution
of Oceanography
Mitchell
International
ClearBalance
Fleming West

http://harriscmopartners.com
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